Ph.D. PROGRAM FEATURES
- In-depth training of theory and existing empirical knowledge about child development and family relationships
- Training in advanced methodologies and strategies to examine developmental and family relationship phenomena
- Training to design and evaluate sophisticated intervention and prevention programs

M.S. en route to Ph.D.
- Applicants with only an undergraduate degree may also be considered for direct admittance to the Ph.D. program if they have undergraduate research experience, focused research interests, and a strong academic record

CONTACT US
http://cfs.utk.edu/graduate-programs/

Dr. Mary Jane Moran
Professor and Interim Head
mmoran2@utk.edu

Dr. Spencer Olmstead
Director of Graduate Studies
solmstea@utk.edu

Ms. Sonja Spell
Graduate Secretary
sspell1@utk.edu
865-974-5316